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Crop Outlook  
 
 

   As we begin to ramp up production from the desert growing regions of California and Arizona the 
first storm system of the season will impact the region into the weekend. A slow moving cut-off low 
pressure system off the California coast will move east today. This system, currently off the Southern 
California, will bring precipitation, strong winds and cooler temperatures to the Desert locals over the 
next few days. This slow moving system will impact much of California and Arizona as it moves 
eastward beginning tonight.  
 
   As growers in the desert regions look to increase production cool temperatures (5-10 degrees below 
norms) windy conditions and approaching rain will curtail quality and growth rates into next week.  
Lighter than anticipated production from the transitional acreage in Huron, has also contributed to 
lesser overall supplies as we begin desert area harvests. As local/regional fall deals complete their 
season demand will quickly shift to western production further impacting overall supplies.  
 
   With cooler temperatures forecast over the next few days supplies (lettuce, leaf, cauliflower, broccoli) 
will remain on the light side for the short term. Strong winds expected over the weekend may add a 
little dust to the product along with wind and fringe burn especially in leaf and lettuce stands.   
Processors may be on the hunt for product following the Holiday to fill their quota further lessening 
available product down the road.  
 
   Overall growing conditions in these desert stands has been exceptional this season and crops are 
showing the results of the nice weather. Generally good weights and solidity with some wind/fringe 
burn and leggy or ribby appearance are common in the leaf and lettuce fields. 
 
   Broccoli and cauliflower supplies are in somewhat lighter supplies in this region as we begin 
harvests. Monsoonal rains that hammered fields delayed normal planting schedules in the region.  
This may continue for the near term as demand increases and growers wait for warmer temperatures 
to help overall growth rates in the fields. 
 
   In Southern California rain, winds and cooler temperatures will impact the light strawberry production 
in the Oxnard region.  Light production from Mexico will continue as rains in this region continue curtail 
production. Florida looks to begin harvests in early December however rains and cooler temperatures 
in Central Florida may delay their start. 
 
   We will continue to monitor the situation and keep you up to date as we gather the information. Be 
prepared for shortages and possible loading delays along with lesser texture, quality and shelf life for 
the near term at a minimum.     
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


